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The articles [11], [6], [14], [15], [3], [16], [9], [2], [7], [13], [4], [5], [17], [8], [10], [12], and [1]
provide the notation and terminology for this paper.

1. PRELIMINARIES

We follow the rules:V, C, x denote sets andA, B denote elements of SubstitutionSet(V,C).
Let a, b be sets. Observe that{〈〈a, b〉〉} is function-like and relation-like.
One can prove the following propositions:

(1) For all non empty setsV, C there exists an elementf of V→̇C such thatf 6= /0.

(2) For all setsa, b such thatb∈ SubstitutionSet(V,C) anda∈ b holdsa is a finite function.

(3) For every elementf of V→̇C and for every setg such thatg⊆ f holdsg∈V→̇C.

(4) V→̇C⊆ 2[:V,C:].

(5) If V is finite andC is finite, thenV→̇C is finite.

Let us observe that there exists a set which is functional, finite, and non empty.

2. SOME PROPERTIES OFSETS OFSUBSTITUTIONS

The following four propositions are true:

(6) For every finite elementa of V→̇C holds{a} ∈ SubstitutionSet(V,C).

(7) If Aa B = A, then for every seta such thata∈ A there exists a setb such thatb∈ B and
b⊆ a.

(8) If µ(Aa B) = A, then for every seta such thata∈ A there exists a setb such thatb∈ B and
b⊆ a.

(9) If for every seta such thata ∈ A there exists a setb such thatb ∈ B and b ⊆ a, then
µ(Aa B) = A.

LetV be a set, letC be a finite set, and letA be an element of Fin(V→̇C). The functor InvolvedA
is defined by:

(Def. 1) x∈ InvolvedA iff there exists a finite functionf such thatf ∈ A andx∈ dom f .
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In the sequelC is a finite set.
One can prove the following propositions:

(10) For every setV and for every finite setC and for every elementA of Fin(V→̇C) holds
InvolvedA⊆V.

(11) For every setV and for every finite setC and for every elementA of Fin(V→̇C) such that
A = /0 holds InvolvedA = /0.

(12) For every setV and for every finite setC and for every elementA of Fin(V→̇C) holds
InvolvedA is finite.

(13) For every finite setC and for every elementA of Fin( /0→̇C) holds InvolvedA = /0.

LetV be a set, letC be a finite set, and letA be an element of Fin(V→̇C). The functor−A yields
an element of Fin(V→̇C) and is defined as follows:

(Def. 2) −A = { f ; f ranges over elements of InvolvedA→̇C :
∧

g:element ofV→̇C (g∈ A ⇒ f 6≈ g)}.

One can prove the following propositions:

(14) Aa−A = /0.

(15) If A = /0, then−A = { /0}.

(16) If A = { /0}, then−A = /0.

(17) For every setV and for every finite setC and for every elementA of SubstitutionSet(V,C)
holdsµ(Aa−A) =⊥SubstLatt(V,C).

(18) For every non empty setV and for every finite non empty setC and for every elementA of
SubstitutionSet(V,C) such thatA = /0 holdsµ(−A) =>SubstLatt(V,C).

(19) LetV be a set,C be a finite set,A be an element of SubstitutionSet(V,C), a be an element
of V→̇C, andB be an element of SubstitutionSet(V,C). SupposeB = {a}. If Aa B = /0, then
there exists a finite setb such thatb∈ −A andb⊆ a.

Let V be a set, letC be a finite set, and letA, B be elements of Fin(V→̇C). The functorA � B
yields an element of Fin(V→̇C) and is defined as follows:

(Def. 3) A � B = (V→̇C)∩ {
⋃
{ f (i) \ i; i ranges over elements ofV→̇C : i ∈ A}; f ranges over

elements ofA→̇B : dom f = A}.

The following two propositions are true:

(20) LetA, B be elements of Fin(V→̇C) ands be a set. Supposes∈ A � B. Then there exists
a partial functionf from A to B such thats =

⋃
{ f (i) \ i; i ranges over elements ofV→̇C :

i ∈ A} and domf = A.

(21) For every setV and for every finite setC and for every elementA of Fin(V→̇C) such that
A = /0 holdsA � A = { /0}.

We adopt the following rules:u, v are elements of SubstLatt(V,C), a is an element ofV→̇C, and
K, L are elements of SubstitutionSet(V,C).

One can prove the following proposition

(22) For every setX such thatX ⊆ u holdsX is an element of SubstLatt(V,C).
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3. LATTICE OF SUBSTITUTIONS IS IMPLICATIVE

Let us considerV, C. The functor pseudocompl(V,C) yields a unary operation on the carrier of
SubstLatt(V,C) and is defined as follows:

(Def. 4) For every elementu′ of SubstitutionSet(V,C) such thatu′ = uholds(pseudocompl(V,C))(u)=
µ(−u′).

The functor StrongImpl(V,C) yields a binary operation on the carrier of SubstLatt(V,C) and is
defined by:

(Def. 5) For all elementsu′, v′ of SubstitutionSet(V,C) such thatu′ = u and v′ = v holds
(StrongImpl(V,C))(u, v) = µ(u′ � v′).

Let us consideru. The functor 2u yielding an element of Fin(the carrier of SubstLatt(V,C)) is
defined by:

(Def. 6) 2u = 2u.

The functor�\u� yielding a unary operation on the carrier of SubstLatt(V,C) is defined as follows:

(Def. 7) (�\u �)(v) = u\v.

Let us considerV, C. The functor Atom(V,C) yielding a function fromV→̇C into the carrier of
SubstLatt(V,C) is defined by:

(Def. 8) For every elementa of V→̇C holds(Atom(V,C))(a) = µ{a}.

One can prove the following propositions:

(23)
⊔f

K Atom(V,C) = FinUnion(K,singletonV→̇C).

(24) For every elementu of SubstitutionSet(V,C) holdsu =
⊔f

uAtom(V,C).

(25) (�\u �)(v)v u.

(26) For every elementa of V→̇C such thata is finite and for every setc such thatc ∈
(Atom(V,C))(a) holdsc = a.

(27) For every elementa of V→̇C such thatK = {a} and L = u and L a K = /0 holds
(Atom(V,C))(a)v (pseudocompl(V,C))(u).

(28) For every finite elementa of V→̇C holdsa∈ (Atom(V,C))(a).

(29) Letu, v be elements of SubstitutionSet(V,C). Suppose that for every setc such thatc∈ u
there exists a setb such thatb∈ v andb⊆ c∪a. Then there exists a setb such thatb∈ u � v
andb⊆ a.

(30) Leta be a finite element ofV→̇C. Suppose for every elementb of V→̇C such thatb∈ u
holdsb≈ a anduu (Atom(V,C))(a)v v. Then(Atom(V,C))(a)v (StrongImpl(V,C))(u, v).

(31) uu (pseudocompl(V,C))(u) =⊥SubstLatt(V,C).

(32) uu (StrongImpl(V,C))(u, v)v v.

Let us considerV, C. Observe that SubstLatt(V,C) is implicative.
Next we state the proposition

(33) u⇒ v=
⊔f

2u((the meet operation of SubstLatt(V,C))◦(pseudocompl(V,C), (StrongImpl(V,C))◦(�\u

�,v))).
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